MERINO WOOL SOCKS

The best boots deserve the best socks!

QUATRO® NYLARN MERINO WOOL SOCKS are the result of a unique patented technology that enhances the way yarn and fabric performs. When compared to traditional Merino wool socks Quatro NuYarn is:

- Blister Free
- 38.9% Bulkier (comfier)
- 35% Stretcher
- Dries 5 x faster
- 25% Warmer
- 16% Stronger

FEATURES INCLUDE:

A. Elasticated arch support
B. Strategically placed ventilation ribs
C. Additional cushioning provides support in high wear areas
D. Paladim™ Bridging System

- Size Small 3-5
- Medium 6-8
- Large 9-11
- X-Large 12-15